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EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL DESIGN

Role costume for the outdoor play
Children's outdoor hood combines visibility and warmth. Hood poncho idea
started from the Sami peoples luhkka. Children have great imagination, so
hood poncho is same time the role costume. The girls are Queens of Hearts
and the boys are Bear Kings. Hood poncho is designed for the 3-6 years
old children to play in the cold and dark wintertime.

Sami peoples winter Luhkka
The luhkka is a traditional article of winter clothing used by the
Sami people. It’s a cape or poncho, which has been worn outside
the winter fur-cout, and covering the top torso of a persons body.
The hem coming down to the wearer’s elbow or wrist.

Queen of Hearts

"Two Knights And Maidens"
Once there were two knights and maidens
They'd walk together
Out in the gardens
In all kinds of weather
The knights always pestered the maidens
To love them together
Out in the gardens
And they could watch each other
The maidens had other plans for the two knights
They'd give them potions
And make them see dreams and lights

Bear King

The knights took the potions gladly
They laughed at their visions
But outside the garden
Tigers smelled them together
The maidens had other plans for the two knights
They'd give them potions
And make them see dreams and lights
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The knights only laughed at the tigers
They thought they were visions
Out in the garden
The maidens watched them together
Ah, but for the two knights
Ah, but for maidens
Who gave to them dreams and lights
Songwriters: ROBERTS, BRAD
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3D Printing

Gingerbread baking
with 3D printed mold

Acid treatment for steel and copper with laser cutted template
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Sand washing

